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DAZ STUDIO : CONTENT LIBRARY WORKSHOP
Saturday 9th March

Sonja McClung (IceDragonArt) has had a long journey in getting her DAZ Studio content library into a structure that works for her!
After losing her original DAZ Studio content library to a hard disk melt down and then
going through a period of mourning, Sonja decided to use this disaster as an opportunity and completely restructured her content setup. It took many months of planning and effort to get everything into place, but it was very well worth it!
Now Sonja can create her artwork as much as 80% faster, because finding content is
now easy and a snap. Inserting new content into her system is just as fast.

In this interactive workshop, Sonja talks about:-

•

A disaster making her a master

•

Her category folder system and why it works for her

•

Content management tips

•

Managing DAZ store content

•

Manging 3rd party content

•

Backing up and restoring your library.

•

The Daz Install Manager (DIM) and the Content Manager

In addition we’d like to hear your stories and tips about managing your content:•

Are you starting from scratch? Let us know how your library looks like now.

•

Got a system that works? Share with us.

•

Share your top tips for maintaining your library.

•

Questions on the DIM or Content Manager
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PARTNER WITH

DIGITAL ART LIVE!

SHARE

YOUR EXPERIENCE AND
YOUR CREATIVE STORY

Tasos Anastasiades

’Esha’

Daniel Seebacher

Chris Hecker, ‘Tigaer’

Just a few of the talented webinar presenters who have partnered with Digital Art Live!

Would you enjoy the opportunity of
teaching other artists, in a live online
setting? We are actively looking for artists
or content creators to work with Digital Art
Live as a partner, in presenting some of
our live webinars.
We’re particularly looking for artists and
content creators who work with DAZ Studio
and/or Poser, Vue and other landscape
software, or digital comics production.

We will also consider webinar ideas which
relate to your specialist skills, or which help
users to fully use a software plugin that
you’ve developed.

Webinars are recorded, and we profit-share
with our presenters on any future sales.
We sell on the popular DAZ content store,
which has strong traffic and sales.
Please use the link below to submit your
application, and we’ll be in touch!

https://digitalartlive.com/presenters
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’AM’

ARTHUR DORETY

HERSCHEL HOFFMEYER

Alessando Mastronardi
talks about his superb 3D
creatures, his ‘Look At My
Hair’ plugin, and his new
‘auto ecosystem’ plugin.

Arthur is a long-standing
user of Poser with Vue,
and he enjoys working
with the huge landscapes
available in Vue 2016.

We interview Herschel
about his transition from
the U.S. Army to running
a growing card-deck
company, to DAZ 3D.

DAZ STUDIO | ZBRUSH

POSER 11 | VUE 2016

DAZ STUDIO | UNREAL 4

“The first and perhaps
most important step [in
creating a 3D creature] is
to collect and gather good
reference material, study
the animal anatomy,
understand its
biomechanics and its
features like feathers, fur
cover and anatomical
details.”

“[My recent ‘dinosaurs in
large landscapes’
pictures] probably
represent something of a
shift away from fantasy,
because I can actually
make some money off of
the dinosaur images
being sold to
palaeontologists and also
through
stock sites.”
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“… I found the DAZ Store.
I had already created
close to 100 dinosaur
models to produce art for
my card game Apex, so
the adaption wasn’t very
hard, just learning DAZ
Studio and rigging. I will
soon be releasing
Tyrannosaurus Rex 3 —
my proudest work yet!”

MAGAZINE
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Subscribe at digitalartlivecom

Subscribe to the Podcast feed

Join our mailing list to get a free
magazine speeding to your inbox.

Our fresh inspiration for sci-fi
artists, available on iTunes.

LIVE
Join our live webinar-based
workshops for digital artists.
digitalartlive.com
Credits for pictures, from top left: ‘The Moose’ promo from AM; a pod of Shonisaurus Popularis swimming in a
prehistoric ocean, by Abelov2014; DAZ dinosaurs in real-time, inside the Unreal Engine 4, by Herschel Hoffmeyer.
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Editor-in-Chief, Conferences
paul@digitalartlive.com

Editor and magazine layout
david@digitalartlive.com
Support Dave
at Patreon.

Copyright © 2019 Digital Art LIVE. Published in the United Kingdom. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval
system or transmitted in any form or by any means electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise without the prior written
permission of the publisher. No copyright claim is made by the publisher regarding any artworks made by the artists featured in this magazine.
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EDITOR’S LETTER

WELCOME...

“

Welcome to the ‘Giant Historical Creatures’
issue of your free Digital Art Live magazine.
This issue’s theme leaves me with a bit of a
quandary — how to link my editorial to the theme.
While such creatures are highly visual, what is there
to say about them? They were big, they were
fierce, they often had sharp teeth and pointy tusks.
Their rear-ends probably produced something
equally unwelcome to us, the small furry mammals
who scurried about beneath their legs. That might
seem all there is to say.
Your editor might, of course, riff on the whole
‘dinosaur egg’ sub-genre of sci-fi, in which scientists
find a way to resurrect dinosaurs. But with a leaden
predictability these reborn dinos inevitably... go on
the rampage! Or I might also mention the rather
more interesting and real ‘de-extinction movement’
in science, in which scientists are making serious
steps toward resurrecting giant woolly mammoths
and letting them roam free in the wilds of Siberia.
But this science hasn’t yet made the sci-fi stories
come true, even though such projects are admirably
ambitious, progressing well, and have access to
modern gene-editing technologies.
So... let’s instead celebrate the golden age of
‘creature art’ that we’re living through as artists.
Never before in human history have we seen such a
flowering of inspired art depicting really large
creatures, since the prehistoric era when Ice Age
cave-painters daubed pictures of giant bulls and
other ‘megafauna’ on cave walls. Back in the 1890s
your great grandparents could have lived their entire
lives and seen little more than the occasional black
& white woodcut picture of an elephant, some
children’s storybook illustrations, or a nicotineyellowed print of a huge ‘prize bull’ on the wall of
their local tavern. If they were lucky they might
have seen an elephant arrive in their town via a
travelling circus or menagerie, though the real-life
beast would probably have been a sorry sight.
FACEBOOK: www.facebook.com/3DArtDirect
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Most people never really saw an adequately
impressive representation of such creatures —
simply because there were no TV sets or cinema
screens, no Internet, and few picture-books. Thus
in the famous book The Lord of The Rings, Sam’s
passionate yearning to see an actual elephant was
Tolkien’s reflection of the real experience of most
people in Britain during his youth. Many of
Tolkien’s fellow citizens never saw such things,
though they heard about the giant creatures and
very much wanted to see them — and to know if
the curious tales they had been told were true.
But today we expect human-created images of
creatures galore, on a daily basis. It seems that
they pop out of screens wherever we happen to
gaze, pin-sharp and hyper-real. Fierce creatures,
cute creatures, creatures airborne or swimming
underwater. Animated, roaring, leaping, squeeking
and stomping. Depictions of impressive creatures
seem to be everywhere, real or imagined.
Making such art is no longer limited to giant movie
studios, and can be done relatively easily and
cheaply. Two of our interviewees this issue are
experts on such digital recreations, making superb
low-cost 3D creatures for use in DAZ Studio and
Poser. One could mention a number of other
outstanding Poser/DAZ creature artists, not least
of whom is the amazing Ken Gilliland — who has
done so much for Poser. If we have the patience
we can even animate these creatures, make the
pictures as scientifically accurate as we like, or
surround our beasties with related foliage from
their native habitat. We have a whole issue of
such art for you… turn the page, and enjoy!

DAVID HADEN
Editor of Digital Art Live magazine

david@digitalartlive.com

RSS: https://digitalartlive.com/feed/

Digital Art Live talks with a DAZ Store artist many will know as ‘AM’,
maker of the ‘Look At My Hair’ plugin for DAZ Studio, and creator of a
wealth of affordable 3D creatures, from mammoths to tiny tree-frogs!
DAL: Alessandro, welcome to Digital Art Live.
Our free magazine usually covers science-fiction,
with occasional fantasy issues. Which means
that the many superb real-life creature artists
working in the Poser/DAZ space are rather
unjustly overlooked. But we’re very pleased to
have found a way to do a themed issue which
can include one of DAZ’s leading creaturemakers. And also, thanks very much for
accepting the interview, and finding time in your
busy schedule.

AM: Thanks for having me, my pleasure!
DAL: What first attracted you to large creatures?
Was there perhaps some key moment in
childhood which burned itself into your memory,
perhaps a zoo or circus experience? Or did the
interest emerge from the usual early-childhood
interest in large creatures and dinosaurs?
AM: I was probably not older than four years,
and was used to spending holidays at the
seaside, when I witnessed a rather rare event: a
8
beached
whale in the Tyrrhenian sea. The sight,

Picture: “Buddies”, showing Alessandro’s Great White Shark.

ALESSANDRO
MASTRONARDI,
‘AM’.
ITALY
DAZ STUDIO |
PHOTOSHOP

WEB

and indeed a close encounter with that gigantic
animal, kind of fascinated and shocked me. ‘How
could an animal could grow to such size?’ I only
retain bits of memories about that early
experience, but I would say that it definitely
started me on to studying animals and wildlife,
with a particular preference for giant ones.
DAL: I see. Were you trained in traditional art
skills first? Or are you self-taught?
AM: I am self-taught. I also do some traditional
9
painting, but I’m definitely into digital art!

DAL: Indeed, you’re a well known name on the
DAZ Store. What were the first creatures you
made for sale in 3D, and how did you overcome
the difficulties you encountered in making them?
AM: Liopleurodon, Great White Shark, and later
on a Sabertooth Tiger are the very first 3D
models I made for sale. The major difficulty I
encountered at that time was to actually match
the 3D shape with reference data. Luckily Zbrush
was already available by that time, and it was —
and still is — the perfect tool for me.

It lets one finely tune and adapt a mesh to
reference images. Also, the rigging of a 3D
creature was hard for me at first, since it’s a
procedure that takes time to understand and
master. As with most things I do, I take the
approach of ‘trial and error’, and try to teach
myself knowledge following tutorials and hints
online when available.
DAL: What were some of the “breakthrough”
creatures which started to get you a lot more
attention?
AM: I’d say the Great White shark — one of my
very first models — which DAZ noticed and
which they asked to ‘buy out’ for their store.
Later on the Sabertooth Tiger which was been,
to my knowledge, the first rigged animal with fur
available for DAZ Studio!
DAL: It’s still a fine beast. I seem to remember
the fur came with it as well, rather than needing
a plugin. And you now, in 2019, have a very
wide range of creatures available. Many are
either prehistoric, or prehistoric survivals into
the modern day — such as sharks, platypus,
giant redwood trees etc. What is your workflow
process, and software toolset, when you make a
new creature?
AM: The first and perhaps most important step is
to collect and gather good reference material,
study the animal anatomy, understand its
biomechanics and its features like feathers, fur
cover and anatomic details. Time spent during
this process will definitely result in a huge timesaving later, because it leads to more realistic
shapes and clean geometry setup.
I usually start the initial 3D work in Zbrush,
using Dynamesh to sketch out a draft shape,
refining it little by little. During this process I use
lot of reference images as backdrop, and I like to
shape out the eyes and paint them as the first
thing: when the eyes are there, the creature
“comes alive”, its gaze drives me through the
rest of the process!
Once the base shape is ready, most of the times
I clean out the topology and improve polygon
flow using Modo, which I also use to build the UV
maps. When the model is cleaned, with solid
topology and UV maps, it’s time to bring it back

to Zbrush and proceed with sculpting and
painting, trying to achieve the most realistic
result. During the years I have built a large
library of brushes for creature scales, different
types of skin, pores, wrinkles, scars, fur and
feathers: they are critical when it comes to
adding detail to a mesh.
When the model and textures are finalized, it’s
time to rig it in DAZ Studio or Maya, configuring
all the joints to behave properly, setting up
weight maps for smooth bending and packaging
the model so that it can be used properly.
DAL: Thanks, that’s very detailed. And of course
hair is now a big part of what you do, and one
the key things that you’re known for. You have
developed the ‘Look at my Hair’ (LAMH) plugin
for DAZ Studio, a leading plugin that enables
DAZ users to do what Poser does with the Hair
Room. Your LAMH has been developed and
refined over quite some years now. What is the
story of how it developed, and the choices that
were made to bring this vital plugin to the
mature state that it is now in?
AM: After the first two DAZ Studio furred models
I created, I acknowledged the fact that having
static, baked rigged fur was a nasty hack, very
difficult to handle and manage.
I wanted the freedom to create fur quickly by
growing guide hairs over the surface, and
providing the user with tools to groom, apply
deformers and modifiers to that hair. So I
embarked on a massive project, and had my
friend Kendall Sears join in. Together we spent
lot of hours, study and dedication to it, adding
features and refining the tools. I am proud to
say it has been and still is a very popular plugin
for DAZ Studio.
DAL: And we should explain to the reader that
all your creatures other than the first two are
already set up with LAMH presets, and that there
is also a ‘Catalyzer’ addon plugin which
automatically gets their hairs ready to render in
iRay?
AM: Actually the Catalyzer is a standalone
plugin, meaning it doesn’t require LAMH to
function. It provides an integrated, one-click
solution to render my models directly in iRay.
10
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Picture: “Brown Bear”, wearing his LAMH winter coat.

DAL: Yes, sorry, that’s what I meant by ‘addon’.
I works ‘with’, rather than ‘inside’.
AM: It doesn’t yet allow the user to style or
create custom the fur presets, but it has several
features to modify look and feel for the available
ones, and I’m currently adding support for
dynamic hair calculation. Lot of new stuff is
coming in the next updates...
DAL: Great. And of course some of your aquatic
creatures need no hair. Do you find that aquatic

content, such as your Great White and
Hammerhead sharks, sell more poorly than the
cuter and furrier creatures such as squirrels,
koala bears, foxes, wolves?
AM: It looks like users do prefer their furry
creatures, yes indeed. But even so, I like to
model animals regardless of the outcome or the
popularity they might gain. Also, I do prefer
working on exotic/wild animals rather than
domestic ones.
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DAL: I’d imagine you now work full-time now, on
your DAZ Store development? It must be very
pleasing to you to be able to work full-time on
3D work?
AM: Yes, 3D work is a full-time work for me. But
DAZ Store development is only one part of the
activities that I undertake.
DAL: You also do occasional work for other
studios, films, book publishers and suchlike, I
believe? Are you able to tell us about any of

those, please? If so, which hired jobs resulted in
the most pleasing end results for you?
AM: Yes, I’ve been working with some studios —
mostly for commercial ads — and have done
some illustrations for scientific books, with the
local University here in Florence. No jobs yet on
major movie studios… and to be totally frank, I
don’t even look for that level of work. I just love
studying and modelling animals and wildlife
assets, even if it is for a niche market.
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Picture: “March of the Mammoths”, showcasing Alessandro’s
Mammoths.

“I embarked on a massive
project [in making the
‘Look At My Hair’ plugin],
and had my friend Kendall
Sears join in. Together we
spent lot of hours, study
and dedication to it,
adding features and
refining the tools. I am
proud to say it has been
and still is a very popular
plugin for DAZ Studio.”

Pictures: Alessandro’s prehistoric Woolly Rhino, Bison and
Ice Age Mammoth. All wearing their LAMH fur presets.
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DAL: On your ArtStation site you call yourself a
“groom artist”. I guess that’s that a real thing in
the world of big productions, these days —
someone who is paid to “groom the hair” on the
production’s 3D virtual creatures?
AM: I’ve done some groom work for some
customers that requested fur on custom models.
I think it’s safe to say that “groom artist” is
indeed a new job assignment that s often
requested nowadays!
DAL: Which sort of area of the industry would
you most like to work in, for a short-term
contract? What would be the ideal big-budget
production to work on, for you?

AM: As mentioned previously, I have no
particular reasons to believe I’m going to work
on big-budget production projects any time
soon. What I’d like to do, though, is to
contribute and participate to projects that bring
awareness about endangered wildlife and their
environment, and how we need to protect them.
DAL: Thanks. Stepping back to DAZ for a
moment, what would you like to see DAZ do
next? Perhaps adding certain new features, or
suchlike? Or closer integration with other
software?
AM: I would like to see a modern, fully featured
render-engine integrated into DAZ Studio. Iray
is ‘cute’, but lacks too many features and effects
to be used consistently for production purposes.
Also, I would like to see an improved and well
documented — and supported — Software
Developer Kit. Such a SDK would help to
develop and maintain plugins ‘big time’ and thus
expand the DAZ Studio features. And, of course,
better animation tools.

DAL: Thanks. Now, you are based in Florence,
Italy. Which I imagine must be rather a nice
place to live. Nice weather, for most of the year.
And probably a good amount of fine culture and
architecture?
AM: I often say: “it’s a wonderful city for
tourists”. There is a lot of art, architecture,
history and tradition, but besides that,
personally I find it to be a city like many others.
With its own major issues and problems. Which
make me willing to try and relocate to some

remote, isolated place, some time in the future.
DAL: I see. But do you feel that you draw on, or
are aligned with, Italy’s very rich and ongoing
tradition in high-quality design work? I mean
that… Italy is very well known, all around the
world, for its excellence in architects, fashion
design, print design, ceramics making, its colour
work and much more. Do you feel that you are
part of a new wave of people who are extending
that tradition into 3D work?
AM: To be honest… no, I have never thought
about it that way. While recognizing the
excellence of some Italian brands and people,
and our tradition for quality, I consider my work
more of a way to study and love nature, to
understand all the wonders and diversity, to
depict and imagine pictures of natural scenes,
also even of animals that have become extinct.
3D work, or art if you prefer, is just a tool that I
use to achieve that. Wildlife is the real art behind
it.
DAL: I see. And what is your studio like? Do you
have a great view?
AM: Not really, my studio is located in an
apartment at the 5th floor. So there is no
romantic view on Tuscany countryside or vine
yards gleaming in the sun! /Laughter/
DAL: Oh well… if it’s the fifth floor, then you
must at least have amazing sky-scapes and
cloud-scapes. And do you often get to see big
animals locally? Perhaps at a zoo or aquarium?
AM: There are couple of zoos in the area, but it’s
a sad view to be honest.
DAL: Yes, that is often the case. Zoos can do
good work in breeding and conservation, but
often they are small and lack the money to do
something at the level that the modern visitor
expects.
Do you have any contact with the other Poser/
DAZ creature artists? Do you for instance get
together occasionally with Ken Gilliland and
others to talk ‘3D animals’, and discuss which
bits of the natural world are still missing from
the range of affordable 3D content?
AM: Nope, that has never occurred.
16

Pictures: from top, Alessandro’s Chimp; Tree Frog; Wolf; Alligator, and Gorilla.
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“I have discovered an interest in
studying vegetation, and currently am
in the process of writing equations
that simulate how light and ground
nutrients affects tree/plant growth.
My current project, a software
application named Clorofilla, is a
procedural generator working with
these concepts, and capable of
producing trees and plant models
following a ‘natural’ approach.”

18

Picture: Alessandro’s Giant Anteater, with its LAHM fur preset. The modern ant-eater is found thoughout most
of South America and can grow to 7ft in length. At Feb 2019 Wikipedia is wrong on their conservation status,
claiming they are ‘Endangered’ when they are not — the authoritiative IUCN Red List classes them only as
potentially ‘Vulnerable’. It is said to be a fearsome fighter when cornered, slashing out with large claws. It is
part of the sloth family — some prehistoric sloths could weight 20 tons and were the size of an full-grown
African elephant!
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DAL: Now, you also make very impressive and
detailed landscapes, wilderness landscapes.
Such as the Australian outback. In your view, is
DAZ Studio and iRay now ready to be considered
as a worthy Vue alternative for making detailed
close and mid-range landscape pictures?
AM: I would say… not yet. iRay is more of a
technology demonstrator, rather than a mature
render engine. It is missing several critical
features, and volumetric effects come to mind
especially. Most of the times I render animals or
figures in iRay and then composite those renders
with landscapes coming from other applications,
painting effects or make corrections manually.

DAL: We should also mention your ‘Infinito’
plugin for DAZ there. Despite its cover art in the
DAZ store, this is a ‘landscape design’ plugin

rather than a ‘space art’ plugin. It can sculpt a
terrain and scatter replicated props across it.
AM: Yes, it’s an old plugin I made… but still
worth a shot. As you said, it allows to create and
3D sculpt a terrain, populate it with props,
create and configure a 3D skydome and export
the whole scene to DAZ Studio.
DAZ: Super. Does it work with the latest DAZ —
I only see 4.5 listed on the store page? Or it it
the case that one designs in 4.5, saves it, and
then opens it again in the latest DAZ Studio?
AM: To my knowledge it does work with latest
DAZ version.
DAL: Great, thanks. What do you find
interesting in computer graphics production
these days?
Pictures: Alessandro’s ‘Brown
Bear’ and his ‘Giant Redwood’
trees; his ‘The Lost World’ lagoon
(the Pterodactyl seems not to be
by AM); and ‘Platypus’ by AM.
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AM: I like very much Unreal Engine 4, and the
concept behind it. I believe 3D real-time
representation of 3D worlds is definitely the way.

DAL: Yes, and Unreal is free. Same as its rival
Unity. Though one has to consider ‘time-cost’,
even when something is free. Blender is free,
for instance, but its ‘time-cost’ in terms of
learning it is immense. On the other hand
Keyshot is £750, but think of the years of
learning time you’d save, because you can learn
Keyshot in just two days and not two years or
more as with Blender. The economists call this
the ‘opportunity cost’ of something — ‘what
useful opportunity was lost because the
manpower and money got sidetracked into
something mediocre or useless instead?’
Talking of work-time, what are you currently

working on, or would like to work on soon?
AM: I have discovered an interest in studying
vegetation, and currently am in the process of
writing equations that simulate how light and
ground nutrients affects tree/plant growth. My
current project, a software application named
Clorofilla, is a procedural generator working with
the aforementioned concepts, capable of
producing trees and plant models following a
“natural” approach.
DAL: Wow, that sounds wonderful. Great, well
we’ll look forward to seeing news of that one.
Many thanks for an in-depth interview, and for
great news like that for 3D artists. We wish you
all the best for the future.
AM: Thank you very much, it was my pleasure!

Alessandro Mastronardi (’AM’) is online at:
https://www.deviantart.com/papillon68/
https://www.artstation.com/
alessandromastronardi

https://www.alessandromastronardi.com
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HAVE you missed out on an issue of
our free magazine? Please enjoy
this new handy double-page index
of our past issues, and check if
any are missing from your
collection. Our 15,000
readers are also able to
access back-issues of
our previous title 3D

Art Direct.
Every new issue
can be sent to your
email address, simply by
subscribing to our mailing-list...

https://digitalartlive.com/
Inset: Issue 28 (’Future Oceans’ issue) cover art by Artur Rosa.

Issue 1 Oct 2016
Designing Future Cities
● Tarik Keskin
● Christian Hecker
● Gallery: Future
Cities, a huge 32 page
mega-gallery!
● The Imaginarium
(regular feature, in all
subsequent issues)

Issue 2 Nov 2016
Alien Plants/Creatures
● Matthew Attard
● Exidium Corporation
● Gallery: Ryzom
concept illustrations
● Gallery and essay:
the future bodily
evolution of humans in
space

Issue 3 Dec 2016
’A Galaxy Far Away…’
● Neil Thacker
● Jean-Francois
Liesenborghs
● Gallery: “These are
not the planets you’re
looking for…”
● Gallery: SpaceX
manned Mars mission
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Issue 4 Jan 2016
The new Poser 11
● Charles Taylor (on
the new Poser 11)
● Ariano di Pierro
● Paulo Ciccone
(the Reality plugin)
● In-depth 8,000-word
review of the new
Poser 11 Pro!

Issue 5 Feb 2016
Cosmos (space art)

Issue 6 March 2016
Cyber-humans + VR

Issue 7 April 2016
Future Female Heroes

Dave Hardy
Ali Ries
Tobais Roersch
Oyshan Green
(Terragen 4)
● Gallery: The art of
the cosmic.

● Tara de Vries
(Second Life)
● Ludovic Celle
● Elaine Neck
● Anders Plassgard
● Gallery: Future
cyber-humans

● Leandra Dawn
● Aaron Griffin
● Paul Frances
● Troy Menke
● Bob May’s collages
● Gallery and essay:
Female future heroes

● The Mars Society
● Ludovic Celle
● Gallery: Orbiting
Cities in Space
● Gallery: Space
Colonies/Outposts
● Gallery: Mars in
1950s pulps

Issue 9 June 2016
Blender: special issue

Issue 10 July 2016
Steampunk

Issue 11 August 2016
Future Landscapes

Issue 12 Sept 2016
Second Skin (tattoos)

●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●

Colin Masson
Thomas Piemontese
Shane Bevin
Tutorial: How to
export a clean .OBJ
from Blender
● Index of past issues
● Gallery: Blender art

● Renderosity
● Suzi Amberson
(’Kachinadoll’)
● Bob May
● Sci-fi in PC pinball
● Steampunk gallery
● Imaginarium

●
●
●
●
●

‘Artifex’
Lewis Moorcroft
Rob Wildenberg
‘Tigaer’: ‘making of’
Gallery: Future
Oceans and Craft
● Imaginarium
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Issue 8 May 2016
Our Future Frontier

●
●
●
●

‘Pixeluna’
Paolo Ciccone
Deane Whitmore
HiveWire: new Big
Cat for Poser
● Gallery: Second Skin
● Imaginarium

YOUR
ART
HERE?

Issue 13 Oct 2016
Spacewrecks (TTA)
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Vikram Mulligan
Xistenceimaginations
Craig Farham
TTA series tribute
NASA’s rescue-bot
Index of past issues
Gallery: Space hulks
wrecks, crashes

Issue 14 Nov/Dec 2016
CyberTRONic
● ‘CG Artiste’
● ‘Keplianzar’
● Jacques Pena
● TTA series tribute
● Ugee 1910b pen
tablet—in-depth review
● Gallery: Neon and
‘cyberglow’ artists

Issue 15 Jan 2017
Mistworlds
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Chuck Carter (Myst)
Cynthia Decker
Cathrine Langwagen
Ulco Glimmerveen
Evolo competition
Index of past issues
Gallery: Myst-like
digital art

Issue 16 Feb 2017
Future vehicles
●
●
●
●
●

Syd Mead interview
Vadim Motiv
Adam Connolly
Mark Roosien
UK’s Bloodhound
supersonic rocket-car
● Index of past issues
● Gallery: “Vrooom!!”
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Issue 17 March 2017
Movie magic
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Greg Teegarden
Tobias Richter
Phil Dragash
ESA’s Moon Temple
Scott Richard
Index of past issues
Gallery: the spirit of
the cinema

Issue 18 April 2017
Vue 2016 special issue
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Barry Marshall
Vue 2016 R2 review
Anaor Karim
NASA’s tunnels
W.P. Taub
Index of past issues
Gallery: Nature
Grows on You!
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Issue 19 May/Jun 2017
Sci-fi comics
● Patrick Gyger
(leading sci-fi
museum curator)
● Georges Peters
● Arne Cooper
● RoboSimian
● Index of past issues
● Gallery: comic-book
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Issue 20 July 2017
Digital clothing
● Kim Schneider (’Arki’)
● Melissa Moraitis
(’BlackTalonArts’)
● Marvelous Designer
6.5—in-depth review
● Jepe
● Index of past issues
● Gallery: Future Fashion

Issue 21 August 2017
Ecofutures
●
●
●
●
●
●

Hal Tenny
Frank Little
Organics in pulp art
Linda Granqvist
Index of past issues
Gallery: visions of
the ‘ecofuture’
● Imaginarium
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Issue 22 Sept 2017
Lighting for effect
● Joe Pingleton
● Davide Bianchini
● Characters in the
public domain
● Lee (aka ‘Conlaodh’)
● Index of past issues
● Gallery: characters
● Imaginarium

Issue 23 Oct 2017
Gateway to space
● Neil Blevins (assets
artist at Pixar)
● GrahamTG
● Arthur C. Clarke
● Oshyan Greene
● Gallery: Arthur C.
Clarke tribute
● Imaginarium

Issue 24 Nov 2017
Abstracts in sci-fi
● Andy Lomas (The
Matrix, Avatar)
● Erwin Kho
● Alastair Temple
● Gallery: ‘At the borders
of abstraction’ in
science fiction art
● Imaginarium

FOR DIGITAL ART

Issue 25 Dec 2017
Dynamic posing
●
●
●
●
●
●

Jaki Blue
Tasos Anastasiades
Brian Armieri
Sugary Ashes
Index of past issues
Gallery: World of
Wearable Art
● Imaginarium
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Issue 26 January 2018
To the skies!

Issue 27 Feb/Mar 2018
Giant monsters

● Kevin Conran (Sky
Captain movie)
● Alois Reiss
● Airships over Venus
● Vladimir Yaremchuk
● Index of past issues
● Gallery
● Imaginarium

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
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‘Sanskarans’
Simon Beer
Jean-Marie Marbach
John Haverkamp
Index of past issues
Comic strip
Gallery
Imaginarium

Issue 28 April 2018
Future oceans
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Artur Rosa
Matt Nava (Journey)
Samuel de Cruz
Future oceans timeline
Index of past issues
Evola mini-gallery
Gallery
Imaginarium

Issue 29 May 2018
Fantasy portraits
●
●
●
●
●

Kevin McBriarty
Rebecca Elsey
Mirjam
Index of past issues
Gallery: fantasy
portraits
● Imaginarium

Issue 33 Oct 2018
Abstract characters
●
●
●
●
●
●

Ulrick V. Jensen
E. Golavanchuck
Lovecraft posters
Claudio Bergamin
Index of past issues
Gallery: Abstract
Characters
● Imaginarium
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Issue 31 July/Aug 2018
Sci-fi rocks! (music)

Issue 32 Sept 2018
Design for videogames

Issue 30 June 2018
Alternative history
●
●
●
●
●
●

Mike Doscher
Fredy Wenzel
Small Brown Dog
Index of past issues
Alt.history tour-guide
Gallery: alternate
histories
● Imaginarium

●
●
●
●
●
●

Robert McParland
Darius (TheBakaArts)
3mmi
Index of past issues
Classic album covers
Gallery: Rock album
inspired art
● Imaginarium

●
●
●
●
●
●

Wildfire Games
Neal Stephenson
Stefan Kraus
World Creator review
Index of past issues
Gallery: Game themed
artwork
● Imaginarium
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Issue 34 Nov 2018
Future Interiors
● Tarik Keskin
● Daniel Maland
● ‘Petipet’ (Petro
Apostoliuk)
● Index of past issues
● Gallery: Future
Interiors
● Imaginarium

Issue 35 Dec 2018
Issue 36 Jan 2019
Getting value for your art Megacities
●
●
●
●
●

Chris Hecker
Drew Spence
Gene Raz von Edler
Index of past issues
Review: Meshbox ‘H.P.
Lovecraft 3D’ figure
● Gallery: To the Beach!
● Imaginarium

●
●
●
●
●

Lorenz Ruwwe
Jon Hrubesch
James Ledger
Index of past issues
Review: Bryce 7.1
landscape software
● Gallery: Megacities
● Imaginarium

Support this free magazine via Patreon! Your Editor kindly requests
your personal help, if you wish to support the production of this regular
free magazine. As little a $1 a month will make all the difference.
Please become my patron on Patreon, today.
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Issue 37 Feb 2019
Giant Historic Creatures
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Issue 38 March 2019
Sci-fi skin

● ‘AM’, aka Alessandro
Mastronardi (LAMH)
● Arthur Dorety
● Herschel Hoffmeyer
● Index of past issues
● Gallery: underwater
prehistoric creatures
● Imaginarium

Issue 39 April 2019
Deserts

Issue 40 May 2019
Depicting character

Are you interested in being interviewed in a future
issue of the magazine? Please send the Web address
of your gallery or store, and we’ll visit!
paul@digitalartlive.com

OUR IN-DEPTH REVIEWS:

Poser 11

Ugee 1910b (pen-monitor)

Vue 2016 R2

#4 | January 2016

#14 | December 2016

#18 | April 2017

Marvelous Designer 6.5

World Creator 2 RC14

Bryce 7.1

#20 | July 2017

#32 | September
2018
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#36 | January 2019

Comics Competition
There’s a new worldwide
student competition from
the makers of the Manga
Studio software (now called
Clip Studio).
Celsys is calling for entries
from digital comics artists
who are at degree level, in
a technical/vocational
school, or even in a formal
“school art club or
extracurricular art
program”.
All bona fide contest
registrants get a free threemonth license for Clip
Studio Paint EX, the top
level of the software. But
there is no requirement to
use the software, as Celsys
say… “You can submit
artwork made with any
digital or traditional tool or
software. If you create your
submission using traditional
tools, please submit a
digital scan of the artwork.”
This seems to open it up
for 3D artists using the
Poser Comic Book Preview
tools in Poser 11, Cinema
4D Sketch & Toon, or
Blender’s advanced celshading tools. However,
we guess they may prefer
that you at least heavily
morph and kit-bash to
make the character unique
— rather than just popping
a stock V4 character onto
the Poser stage and turning
on the 2D comic filter!
There are loads of prizes,
from Celcys and their
partners, including shiny
new Wacom Cintiq penmonitors!
Entry is free, and the
deadline is early May 2019.
Full details are at:
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https://www.clipstudio.net/

The World of WearableArt (WoW) Awards 2019

Open — The only limit is your imagination!

Artists and makers from all parts of the world are
invited to make costumes for the 2019 WoW
catwalks. You should... “create the unimaginable,
ignore the conventional, and defy creative
expectations” and also be able to make your garment
and ship your finished work to New Zealand for live
modelled display in front of 60,000 people! In 2019
the competition includes six themed sections:

Mythology — Gather your inspiration from a vast

’Aotearoa’ — New Zealand has its own deep sense of
place. Draw on culture and history, the landscape,
and the nation’s independence and inventions.

treasure trove of tales. Dark and mysterious;
exuberant and outlandish; ethereal and dreamy.

Transform — Create a work that changes in form,
nature and appearance. Play and innovate with
different mechanisms for revealing unexpected
aspects of your garment.

White — Inspiration in white may be found in pure
simplicity, sculptural boldness, intricate detail or
experimenting with layers, light and shadow,
proportion or scale.

Avant-garde — Dare to defy the boundaries of fashion Free entry!
and create a work that is cutting-edge, rejecting the
ordinary and nurturing originality.

https://www.worldofwearableart.com/competition/

Entry is free and there are four
categories:

Future Of Money Award 2019

NVIDIA Metropia 2042

Creatives are invited to employ a
‘speculative design’ approach and
design a future financial crime! A
crime which perhaps exploits a new
loophole, a change in social
attitudes, or a specific new
technological development. Submit
a three-page overview of your
initial concept in PDF, and a Web
link to examples of your previous
work. Deadline: 5th April 2019.
Entry is free. Shortlisted entrants
will get $1,000 to develop their idea
and produce a short video. The
videos will be showcased at
Europe’s largest financial
technology event, Money20/20.

Graphics card maker NVIDIA
Cities of the Future.
challenges creatives to visualize
Metropia 2042: a place and time in
Vehicles of the Future
the near future where humanity has
Characters of the Future
benefited from revolutions in AI,
robotics, autonomous transport,
Interiors of the Future.
augmented reality and
See Digital Art Live magazine’s
environmental changes.
recent themed issues on ‘Interiors’
They explicitly warn that…“We’re
and ‘Megacities’ for an inspirationnot looking for dystopian visions of booster before entering!
the future.”
Deadline: 18th March 2019.
Also note that this is for those who
There’s a super bundle of prizes,
use traditional 3D rendering, not
including HP workstations, monitors
real-time or game engines, or
and blazingly fast NVIDIA graphics
paintovers. There seems to be no
cards.
requirement for GPU-assisted
rendering or an NVIDIA card.
Entry details.

http://futuremoneyaward.com/
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We talk with Arthur Dorety and his long-standing use of
Poser with Vue, the way he combines pictures and writing,
and his recent big move into big pictures of big dinosaurs.

DAL: Arthur, welcome to the Digital Art Live
magazine interview.

DAL: Firstly, how did you first encounter 3D
software, and then how did you progress
through the various options and packages over
the years? Was it all started, as with many
people, by a fateful encounter with a free copy
of Bryce?

doing a week-long music festival from my live
sound days, and I had my first new laptop PC
with me. I stumbled on an early version of
Terragen. It’s been too long ago to say how I
came upon the software exactly, but after
noodling around with the parameters in
Terragen’s terrain generator, and seeing the
resulting renders, it really got my old creative
art juices flowing again. I hadn’t done much
drawing or painting in years, but this ‘3D art’
really fascinated me.

AD: I never tried Bryce. Back in 2005-06 I was

After some time using Terragen, I decided to

AD: Thanks for your interest, I sincerely
appreciate it.
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Picture: “Acrocanthosaurus”. With
the largest weighing 6 tons and
standing 40 feet high, this fearsome
predator once roamed North
America in search of snacks!

ARTHUR DORETY
USA
POSER | VUE |
PHOTOSHOP |
WRITER

WEB

educate myself on what else was out there in the
world of digital art. I also got a book about
digital art that had samplings of artists and
software they used at that time. I did see some
Bryce content in there, but it was Poser that
caught my eye. That art book really stoked my
interest to jump into the 3D art world. I found
the bundle that combined Poser 6 with Vue
D’Esprit 5. The bundle price was right and the
Vue samples looked great, so I went with the
bundle and basically it all grew from there. I
added in Photoshop Elements, eventually, when
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image editing became necessary. That in turn
allowed me to expand creatively as well by
giving all sorts of new options with Photoshop’s
layers, brushes, lighting and more.
DAL: I see. So that really turbo-charged your
existing artistic and creature interests?
AD: Actually my visual art life was pretty
dormant at that point, having gone a musical
route in my career. But, yes, the digital and 3D
art potential really sparked something of a
personal rennaissance in me.

DAL: Great. The Poser and Vue route, in the late 2000s , was the
most sensible and affordable one — and still is in many respects.
Especially if one makes big landscapes and yet also needs easy and
seamless access to low-cost/high-quality Poser content.
DAL: What versions of Vue and Poser Pro are you currently using?
Did you make the transition to Poser Pro 11 + Vue 2016, and if so
what do you most like about the new versions? Or, if you stuck with
the older version, what made you delay the upgrade(s)?
AD: I always do the upgrades at some point. In tandem when
possible. I like to watch and read forums and blogs to see when a new
version is out. It’s then typical of me to wait a few weeks, or even a
month, to let the bugs get worked out. E-on has finally recovered and
retooled the software a bit. I’m having some issues getting to some of
my old content into the new version, but currently I still have the
2016 version installed until everything is worked out in the update.
Though I’m in the beginning of exploring the newest version as we
speak. I use Poser 11 Pro and am overall happy with it. I have to
admit I never quite got a grasp of their Superfly render engine, but
the regular Firefly still works fine, especially when one is used to the
materials and lighting.
DAL: Yes. Readers will remember that Superfly and Firefly co-exist in
Poser 11. One hasn’t replaced the other. I just wanted to re-assure
readers, as I remember there was some confusion sown when Poser
11 was first released. I wouldn’t want such misunderstand to reemerge, ahead of the Poser 12 release.

AD: Right. Although when I do just portraits or focus on characters I
use the Reality renderer as well. Reality is like an open-ended version
of Vue’s render engine. Sometimes you have to edit and convert Poser
materials to Reality materials to get the best results.
DAL: Yes, though I seem to remember that a lot of work was done, on
getting good auto conversion there, as the Reality versions progressed
though to… I think the last version was 4.3 in 2016?
What new features in Vue 11 through to 2016 have you found to be
most consistently useful, ones that helped you in making your
pictures? Or which speeded things up?

AD: Terrain editing has improved through all those versions and that
is obviously important with that kind of landscape software. Vue’s
function editor and material editor have become easier to interact with
and have had improvements. Cloud and atmosphere editing has
improved and the rendering always gets a bit faster. Their ‘ecosystem’ editor for setting up large scale scenes has improved over the
years as well. I use it a lot for more than just placing plants, trees and
rocks. It’s useful for making crowds of people, herds of animals and
even flocks of birds.
DAL: Right. What is your home studio like these days? Some of your
Vue landscapes look like very large terrains…. do you have a render
farm for Vue at home, or do you outsource that to a remote service?
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Picture: Kyptoceras were abundant
in the forests of prehistoric North
America for nearly 20 million years.
Some types may have grown to the
size of a large modern Elk— which
can be around 12 feet high from
hoof to antler tip. Note the fangs
on the cute-looking Kyptoceras!
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AD: Most renders I do are 4,000 pixels at least,
so I can send my dino images out for print.
Getting the right settings in the Vue renderer is
mainly what I do. I’ve never outsourced
anything for rendering. I have a PC with an I7
hexacore processor at 3.2mhz and 32GB of RAM
and terrabytes of storage. So that is good
enough for my needs doing still images. Should I
venture further into animation then I might
outsource. All that RAM allows for some very full
scenes with filled eco-systems and lots of
polygons without crashing.
DAL: Sounds wonderful. Incidentally, talking of
studios, how is your music going? I hear that
you have an amazing music studio at home?
AD: ‘Amazing’ might be a stretch, but it
definitely suits my needs. There’s a digital
mixer, 32 channels, direct to a computer using
Steinberg Cubase software and a compliment of
many microphones and a number of
instruments, effects and plugins. I’m actually
always involved in some kind of music project.
My brother and a friend or ours are working on
another CD of music. We put out one in 2017
under the name The Tor / Last Exit. A very
blues, rock and roll and late ‘60s rock style of
music. In previous years my brother and I had

band just called Dorety Brothers and we
released a ‘prog rock’ genre CD called Timespan
in 2007 and played locally as a band for a couple
of years. It was fun, but the drummer quit first
and due to ‘extenuating circumstances’ we never
officially reformed as a live band, though we are
thinking of putting something together for next
year. And yes, Dorety Brothers: Timespan and
The Tor: Last Exit are available at Amazon and
similar stores! It’s looking like this next The Tor
album will be a bit heavier and more rock, less
blues. Maybe a hint of that old ‘prog rock Moog
and Mellotron’. I recently did a recording of a
jazz trio with piano, bass and drums at the piano
player’s house with a mobile rig I have. That
came out great and is in the midst of being
mixed to a finished product soon. I still record
other clients in the home studio from time to
time as well, so, again, there’s always something
going on musically.
DAL: Great. What other graphics software have
you found useful recently in your studio? Have
you for instance, found any of the newer
Photoshop plugins to be especially useful in
adding to or finishing your art? Or have you
tinkered with trying out other 3D software?

AD: I’m still in Photoshop Elements mode. I
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have yet to enter the Adobe ‘Cloud’, but maybe
someday. I have tinkered with a few 3D
modelling software packages such as Hexagon
and Blender. I got a free version of ZBrush with
Sculptris, and was able to relate to that best. So
I got a full version of ZBrush. In my traditional
art days I used to sculpt and mould clay quit a
lot and ZBrush’s approach seemed natural for
the basics. However, learning their user interface
has a pretty steep climb, at least for me, and I
really need to parcel some time away to focus on
that if I’m going to get ZBrush down.
DAL: Yes, it’s a bit of a behemoth and not the
easiest software to learn, apparently.

AD: Time often seems the enemy, especially
when there are so many hobbies and a day job.
But I am determined to get to that someday.
DAL: Now, I know that writing is also very
important for you. You’re also a writer of fantasy
fiction? How has that been going for you, over
the last few years?
AD: Writing has been a big block for the last
year and a half. I’ve been kind of stuck on a few
potential directions to take. However I’m hoping
that is about to change. I have a ‘mostly
finished’ historical fantasy that takes place in
China at the time of the rise of the Chin

Emperor. It is essentially an illustrated novella.
Within the over arching scheme of things, there
would be three short illustrated books that make
up the entire story. It’s hard to say yet how long
each book would be with illustrations but part
one looks to be about 120-150 pages in a 8 ½”
by 11” format. I have the outline for everything,
but I had now found an editor or someone
familiar with Chinese myth and culture who I can
trust to look at this. But I just recently found
someone who is all that, and is of Chinese
descent. Ironically or not this person is a close
friend of the piano player I just recorded
recently! Networking and serendipity! So I’m
hoping by March/April I will be able to finish up
the writing for part one and go the self
publishing route. If there is any sort of success,
then I will move on to part two. Of course to
know the real end of part one, you will have to
get part two, so hopefully people like it and take
the bait.
DAL: Do you enjoy working in a framework
where the story inspires art and visa versa?
AD: It depends. In the case of this idea, the
story is dictating much of the artwork. However
when I do my online fantasy and fan-fiction
writing for DeviantArt, it can work both ways.

Picture: Woolly Mammoth and Woolly Rhino migrate north only
to find Ice Age glaciers in their way. The carrion birds circle...
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AD: I have an ongoing story of a D&D type
fantasy world called Urath. Images originally
inspired the writings and now it’s a bit of both.
I’m also a huge DC comics fan and especially
Batman. That too has taken on some life in the
same way with images inspiring story and vice
versa. All three of these have been the cause of
my block. I love doing the DC fan-fiction and
the online saga of the fantasy world, but I also
want to finish and publish the Chinese fantasy.
It becomes an issue that if I work on one I’m
taking time from the other and what is my
priority. I’m really hoping this editor works out

because I feel my priority is in finishing the
Chinese tale.
DAL: Right. What are the most useful things
about that process, ideally, would you say? Is
it, for instance, that it helps keep one’s
inspiration flowing — so that when a picture
isn’t working, you can go work on writing
instead?
AD: That can certainly be part of it. Once I get
into the ‘flow’, things often start to happen and
bubble out, but when I get stuck or something
isn’t working right, then it’s not a bad idea to

Picture: “S’s Hoard”. A famous dragon from a famous book.
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switch gears to art or writing and see what can
shake out. One can certainly help the other.

I imagine most people who want to combine art
and writing are thinking about a graphic novel/
comic book. And if that’s where you’re at or
what you’re into, then that’s the logical place to
start.

DAL: How would you recommend that a
newcomer to 3D best integrate 3D art and
writing? By working towards their own book,
perhaps, or doing an episodic webcomic or
chapter-by-chapter release of a story?
AD: That would really depend on the individual.
I’m not a professional writer, but I’ve had a lot
of peer positive feedback for my stories. The
truth will come out when this editor offers their
first critique of what I’ve given them.
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Outline a story and start outlining some panels
for your images and dialog. If you’re using
dialog balloons then they are part of the
artwork, so make sure they fit and the balloons
don’t distract from the art and vice versa.
Illustrated novels are more rare and a bit more
new I think, especially in the digital field.

In the case of an illustrated story, the story is
more of the driving force and the illustrations
are there to compliment and display the author’s
vision. Sometimes an image can show a
description from the text and other times it can
be used instead of text.

DAL: Have you found any online communities
that are especially helpful there?
AD: It’s been a while since I’ve looked, but I’ve
run into large writers groups with professionals
and amateurs and combinations of both. There
are often writing challenges with open critiques
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and so on. It’s just a matter of and finding a fit
that you can trust. Be prepared for harsh words
at the worst or heavily critiqued at best, when
starting out. Anyone who insults someone’s work
is not worth your time, but well-thought out and
constructive criticism can be very helpful.

DAL: Turning to the renders of really big
creatures, your Renderosity gallery shows that
you’ve been doing a lot of dinosaur art recently.
Is that a shift away from fantasy toward paleo
art, for you? Or is it ‘as well as’ the fantasy
work?

Picture: “Rajasaurus” was a powerful dinosaur that roamed
prehistoric Madagascar, standing 30 foot high and possibly horned.
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AD: It probably represents something of a shift,
because I can actually make some money off of
the dinosaur images being sold to
palaeontologists and also through stock image
sites such as Stock Trek. That said,
palaeontology has been a love since I was a kid.
Dinosaurs and other prehistoric animals are just
as fascinating to me today as when I was a kid.
And the more I know now, the more interested I
get in trying to illustrate the prehistoric past.
And I like to to do it as accurately as I can.
DAL: Right. What do you most enjoy about the
process of creating a ‘giant creature’ picture? It
sounds like, for instance, you do a lot of research
and take pride in getting the scientific details
and historical period accurate, or the dragon
anatomy correct? Is it the posing and showing
the scale of the creature against a smaller
creature or human? Is there also lots of 2D
planning, or do you just dive into 3D?
AD: All of the above, except for the 2D planning.
I often have an idea in mind, sometimes even a
pose if I have a situation in mind for the animal/
monster.
Sometimes I just want to do a dino picture or
dragon picture and I have no idea what’s going
to come of it. I might pick a prehistoric animal
randomly from my runtime, do the research on
its environment and create a scene trying to
keep the landscape and flora as accurate as
possible.
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Pictures: Above: “Permian Karoo” and “If It Walks
Like a Duck…”. Below: “Jurassic Swamp”.
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For research I use the numerous books I have;
Wikipedia; an online site called www.prehistoricwildlife.com and Google Search for online
research in general. Plants can often be the
hardest thing to replicate, but Raul Lunia
(‘Dinoraul’ at Renderosity) makes a lot of
models, and Xfrog has a pretty big library for
prehistoric plants.
DAL: Ah yes, I’d forgotten that Xfrog also has
prehistoric 3D plants. There is a bit of ‘that sort
of content’ for DAZ and Poser, but not much.
Obviously we’re recently lost a great source
there recently, re: the abrupt departure of the
Cornucopia3D store, and I guess I’m wondering
if you happen to know where some of the
prehistoric Vue content makers might have gone
to? Or if you’ve found adequate DAZ/
Renderosity/HiveWire replacements?
AD: I imagine Cornucopia3D will be back
sometime this year, 2019, and they had a few
good ‘solid growth’ Cycads, Dicksonias and a
some Calamite looking plants. Maybe when they
return they’ll have an expanded library.
DAL: Thanks. How do you tackle your dragons?
AD: For a dragon I might just go to the
Millenium Dragon 2 and start morphing the head
until I get something that strikes a chord. Then I
decide if it’s alone or amongst a group or is a
friend to Victoria 4! When it comes to kit bashing
to make a monster, it’s often because I could not
find a decent model of the monster I was looking
for in the first place, such as a Manticore, Kirin
or just a regular sea serpent. So with most
monsters I already have some idea of what I
want and strive to create that vision with what’s
available to me. As an example… to create the
mythic Kirin I combined models of a horse and a
dragon and antlers from a Creature Creator kit.
Then I did some displacement mapping for the
various textures that make up creature along
with default and third party materials for the rest
of the body textures.
DAL: What has been your own most favourite
finished picture of recent years, or perhaps the
one that got you the most attention? What do
you most like about that picture?
AD: Strictly speaking of dinosaurs my favourites

are a Stegosaurus, used by the palaeontologist
Christa Sadler for her recent book, a
Cryolophosaurus and a Rajasaurus. I like all of
the flora and environments for each of these.
Specifics are; for the Stegosaurus, I was just
happy with the look and composition; the
Cryolophosaurus’ feathers I did in Poser’s hair
room came out nice and the Rajasaurus I liked
the colour and texture. The orange and stripes
are reminiscent to a tiger and I thought gave it a
real predatory look. A public favourite is for the
Spinosaurus from “If It Walks Like a Duck”. I like
it too, but the ‘sail back’ anatomical feature is
not quite right.
As for my dragons I don’t think I’ve made my
favourite yet, but I do like: the picture which
shows a large dragon attacking a fort; the hairy
winter dragon; and a recent one I made for the
Digital Art Live webinar in Feb 2019. It’s a mashup of the Millennium Dragon 2 and Swidhelm’s
‘Effloresper’. A fan favourite is the Red Dragon to
be used to illustrate this interview.
DAL: Is there anyone else whose 3D content
production you follow closely, who you’d like to
mention here?

AD: Strictly for prehistoric animals, as I said,
‘Dinoraul’ has many, many and 95% are still
perfectly accurate and are over at Renderosity.
He has some at DAZ too. Also new at DAZ are
some great dino models for DAZ Studio by
Herschel Hoffmeyer.
DAL: Yes, we have an interview with him in this
very issue, along with ‘AM’. Ok, that’s great,
many thanks for this interview, Arthur, and our
readers can visit your galleries to see the full
range of your work at full size.

AD: I thank you very much this opportunity.

Arthur Dorety is online at:
https://www.renderosity.com/
https://www.deviantart.com/
prehistoricart
https://www.deviantart.com/adorety/
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“Plants can often be the hardest thing to replicate [for accurate dinosaur
pictures in prehistoric terrains], but Raul Lunia — ‘Dinoraul’ at Renderosity —
makes a lot of models, and Xfrog has a pretty big library for prehistoric plants.
[...] I imagine Cornucopia3D [for Vue plants] will be back sometime this year”.
Pictures: “Stegosaurus”, and Red Dragon”.
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We visit the wilds of northern Missouri to talk
big dinosaurs with Herschel Hoffmeyer, and to
ask how he wrestles his behemoth creations
into Unreal Engine 4... for real-time 3D renders!

Digital Art Live interviews James Ledger about how
Photoshop and how he benefits from adding the
Lasso tool alongside the Photoshop brushes, and
what he has learned from making his new artbook
showcasing his far-future worldbuilding.

DAL: Herschel, welcome to the Digital Art Live
magazine in-depth interview. We’re very
impressed by your DAZ Studio + Unreal
combinations, which showcase your creaturecreations, and we thought you’d be a fine
interview for this special themed issue.
HH: Thank you for having me and your interest
in my work. I enjoy sharing my work and
creative processes to help inspire and motivate
other artists.

DAL: When did the interest in dinosaurs and
large monsters emerge for you? Was it in
middle childhood, as is usual for most people, or
later? What form did it first take?
HH: I immediately fell in love with dinosaurs at
a very young age. Back they had a lot more
mystery to them, and were looked at more like
ferocious beasts rather than ‘everyday animals’.
The Internet was still in its early stages and I
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had no computer. The best place to learn about

Picture: “Pirates” (Carnotaurus).
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dinosaurs was from books. My mother would
take me to the local library, until I had all of
their dinosaur books memorized. After that it
would be off to find the next closest library!
Learning about dinosaurs was a lot of fun, but
what I found most interesting is recreating
artistic works with some added flavour. At first,
learning how to draw, I would mostly draw
Tyrannosaurus Rex by using different images for
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reference material to create the right pose I

wanted. I would often draw dinosaurs fighting or
‘feasting on its latest kill’. I later grew into other
creatures from enjoying movies and games such
as Aliens, Predator, Starcraft, and Doom.
DAL: I see. Were you then trained in arts and
crafts making? I see you have at least one scale
model picture on your DeviantArt gallery, so I
wonder of perhaps you came to DAZ from the
world of scale-modelling?

HH: I started out with just pencil and paper and
it grew into an obsession. I really saw myself
doing it for the rest of my life. I was even known
in middle and high school as ‘the best artist’. My
father would take me to the library during
middle school to make copies of my drawings,

and I would sell them to kids at school for a
quarter each.
But the only time I would sculpt from clay, or
experiment with other arts and crafts, would be
in school. No-one in my family at that time stood
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out as being artistic, so I had no one to teach
me, but they did do their job in encouraging me.
DAL: What were your first steps with 3D
software? Was it ‘straight to DAZ’, or did you
look at Vue and others?

HH: My parents divorced when I was 10 and a
lot changed at that point. My father drove me
into sports, while my mother was strictly focused
on ‘making ends meet’. I still drew as much as I
could but it was not a career focus. My dad
passed while I was in high school.
Picture: “Tyrannosaurus Hunting”. DAZ Studio
dinosaurs in real-time inside the Unreal Engine.
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I felt pretty lost at that point… so I joined the
U.S. Army. After serving eight years I felt it was
time to get out and do something for me. I
wanted to return to my art roots and knew the
videogame industry had now become a solid
career option. So I went to the Arts Institute of
Kansas City studying Video Game Art & Design.
That’s where I began to learn about 3DS Max,
Maya, Zbrush, Unreal Engine, and Unity 3D.
DAL: Sounds great. How did that go?
HH: I’m very self-driven and always wanting to
learn how to take my art to the next level. So
much so that I felt university was holding me
back, so I eventually dropped out after starting
up my own board game company Die-Hard
Games. I spent my spare time on my course
designing and working on a dinosaur card game.
DAL: Ah, I see.
HH: The pace of the course was too slow and
repetitive, taking a week to learn what I would
do in an afternoon. I was ready to tackle my
career all on my own and at my pace. My first
board game Apex was a dinosaur deck-building
game. It was highly successful in its funding on
Kickstarter and the company’s expectations grew
way beyond what I could handle all by myself. I
had to quickly learn about different
manufacturers in China, about export and import,
and distribution. I even picked up a world wide
distributor to distribute my games to bricks and
mortar stores across the world.
DAL: Amazing. Could you explain what a carddeck game is, and say more about Apex?
HH: Sure. During college, one of the classes was
to play a variety of board games focused on
certain mechanics. Then each week we would
prototype our own game based on that mechanic.
I fell in love with the card deck-building mechanic
and got carried away with my prototypes, doing
more that was required. This led me down the
road to creating Apex, which is a dinosaurthemed deck-building game where you get to
play as a pack of a specific prehistoric apex
predator. The goal is to hunt and grow your pack
and eliminate your competition. You can play by
yourself against another ‘apex predator’ that is
built into the card deck or against other players.
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“My first board game, Apex, was a dinosaur deck-building
game. It was highly successful in its funding on Kickstarter
and the company’s expectations grew way beyond what I
could handle all by myself. ... all art for the game is 3D. It
was a busy year for me, making close to 100 models, props,
and scenes. The entire game... design, development, art,
and rule book was done by me over a period of a year.”

Pictures: All from the popular game
Apex, created by Herschel
Hoffmeyer.
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In other words, you can play as Tyrannosaurus
while your friend plays as Spinosaurus, bash
each other’s environments together, and see
who comes out on top. My instructors made me
aware of crowdfunding to help with the costs of
getting Apex manufactured and in stores.

Picture: “A Challenge”. DAZ Studio
dinosaurs in real-time inside the
Unreal Engine.

DAL: I see. So was 3D used for that, even
though the card art looks hand-made?
HH: Yes, all art for the game is 3D. It was a
busy year for me, making close to 100 models,
props, and scenes. The entire game... design,
development, art, and rule book was done by me
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over a period of a year. I don’t miss that year to
say the least. However, it became running a
company full-time, and still didn’t have enough
time to keep up by myself. There was no time to
be an artist, which is what I’m all about. So I
sold my company to the publisher Outland
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Entertainment who have plans to re-release the
game in the future. Then I began pursuing a
route to sell art assets by themselves, for other
people to use. That’s where I found the DAZ
Store. I had already created close to 100
dinosaur models to produce art for Apex.

So the adaption from Apex to DAZ wasn’t very
hard. The only new additions were learning
rigging inside of DAZ and just the DAZ software
itself. The first dinosaur I made for the DAZ
Store was of course Tyrannosaurus Rex. Many
products later, I will soon be releasing
Tyrannosaurus Rex 3, my proudest work yet.
DAL: Great, and you’re also moving on make to
a widening range. They’re wonderfully detailed,
and I presumably they fit the very latest
dinosaur science? In that they have feathers
and suchlike. How scientifically accurate do you
try to make them?
HH: Being ‘out of the loop’ on dinosaurs, from
middle school time to just a few years ago, I did
not know how much has changed. Like I did as a
kid, at first I would study other works by artists
and use it as reference material... not knowing
much of it was wrong as well! Having a
DeviantArt account has been the most helpful in
educating me on the latest research and findings
and what I’m doing wrong. People will let you
know what is wrong very quickly, even if it isn’t.
So I had to do a lot of Internet, diving into my
own research as to ‘what is fact, what is theory,
and what is just wild speculation’. Learning from
research helps inspire me to keep creating and
approaching my work from new angles.
DAL: Great, well I’ll put in a plug for JURN at
jurn.org there — it’s a comprehensive search
engine for open/free ‘open access’ journal
articles in the arts and humanities, but is also
very comprensive on wildlife and palaeontology.
Now, you’re also making innovative use of the
real-time game engine Unreal 4, by getting your
DAZ Studio creatures into the large and densely
forested terrains. With great effect I might add,
as the promo scenes which you produce look
superb. How is that process/workflow for you,
at present? Is it highly technical and fiddly, or is
it something that a newcomer to DAZ Studio
could do if they sat in on a good webinar on how
to do it? Such as your recent ‘Dinosaur
Workshop’ webinar which you did with the
webinar side of Digital Art Live…
HH: I’m always on the hunt for finding new ways
to generate my work and/or new software to add

into my pipeline of work. Immediately upon
being introduced to Unreal Engine I knew this
software had a lot of potential for doing so many
things. The only thing holding you back is
learning how to achieve what you’re trying to do.
You can learn from the Internet and YouTube on
how to achieve a specific step of the process, but
there’s not been a guide anywhere that you can
find on how the complete the entire process.
I used to combine my isolated dinosaur renders
from DAZ Studio with renders from
environments in Unreal and composite them
together in Adobe Photoshop. Since then though
I have learned how to import my dinosaurs
straight into the Unreal Engine, at the same
quality as in DAZ Studio, and render out the
scene with Ansel in seconds.

“My work on producing a
dinosaur for the DAZ Store is
pretty streamlined at this point
in time. I tend to try new
things out when I feel the need
to, but this has been my
process and I don’t see it
really changing anytime soon.”
Ansel is an amazing new app for those that use
NVIDIA’s GeForce graphics cards. You can
literally pause your game or software and
capture high-definition images of the current
scene from any angle in seconds. You can even
take capture an HDRI of the scene. There’s no
limits to the resolution but I’m sure your
computer will let you know when you’ve gone to
far!
One’s ability though to do what I do is just
learning Unreal Engine up to a certain degree of
competence. It would be really easy for some,
but those with no real experience in the engine
wouldn’t know what I’m talking about.
DAL: Thanks. What would make the process of
taking a DAZ scene and creatures to Unreal
easier in future?
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HH: I have noticed some limitations in using my
dinosaurs in the DAZ software. The biggest
limitation is the lack of scenes to use it in. DAZ
Studio suffers from the ability to setup and
render the sort of large-scale scenes that most
paleo artists want to achieve. The environments
that do exist in the DAZ Store are very limited in
size and themes. Nothing even close to what I
achieve in my scenes making use of Unreal
Engine. Now I know most of my customers will
never even touch Unreal…
So I have been putting a lot of time on thinking
how to achieve the same result in DAZ Studio
and I think I found the solution. I’m currently
developing my first environment for DAZ users,

a recreation of Hell Creek 65 million years ago,
that features a detailed modular foreground and
uses a HDRI as the background. A lot of work
has gone into planning this out, creating all the
trees, foliage, and ground cover for the
foreground.
I’ve also had to create a matching background in
Unreal Engine to capture the right HDRI for a
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seamless blend in the render. The end product
will come with a handful of terrain modules that
the end user can rearrange to make their
foreground. Then they just select the HDRI and
render settings of their choice (day, dusk,
night), and drop in their dinosaur of choice into
the scene and hit render. If the product becomes
a hit I will certainly be making more… but if not I
may be considering taking my work entirely
outside of DAZ Studio.
DAL: I see. Have you looked at the new
FlowScape yet? Once that has an importer, it
would potentially mean one could import a
modestly ‘decimated’ poly-reduced static FBX
export of a dino from DAZ, and get it into the

Unity engine and a planted and watered
landscape quite easily. For the benefit of reader
not into game-engines, I should add that Unity is
the direct competitor to Unreal in that market,
but that they basically do the same thing — run
real-time game-worlds. Both engines are free,
and have large communities, or were free the
last time I looked 18 months ago.

HH: I have spent a lot of time inside of Unity,
especially during my college days, so I know it
holds a lot of potential as well. I just like the
results generated from Unreal a bit more. One
program I do want to get into is Cinema 4D
DAL: You also produce cover illustrations for
quite a few dinosaur books. Could you outline
the state of dinosaur publishing for the reader,
please, and explain what the sub-genre
involves? For instance, I see you were

Picture: “Extinction”. DAZ Studio
dinosaurs in real-time inside the
Unreal Engine.

developing armoured mecha-dino for the DAZ
store, and you show one in your DeviantArt
portfolio, which looks cool. But that is not
something I’ve encountered before, not being
someone who follows the dino sub-genre. I’m
only barely aware of things like the Dinotopia
books and the Jurassic Park movies.
HH: Shortly before discovering DAZ Studio I
discovered a stock site which allows you to
upload high-resolution images to their library,
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then where customers can purchase a license
and download them to use in their own products.
These can be 3D as long as it is high-resolution
and clean when looking at very close detail. I
now have over 1,000 renders on Shutterstock
which some have made it to the top of the
searches for the specific criteria. If you search
‘Tyrannosaurus Rex’ or ‘Dinosaur’ you can easily
find many of my works on the first page.
Customers buy these images and use them, but
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I never really know the extent of where it ends
up. The cool part is when I do unexpectedly find
my art being used. For instance, I have come
across my art in Hobby Lobby and Walmart. In
dinosaur books, found at my kids’ book fair. I
have also seen my Megalodon on TV in Shark
Week (during the first episode of 2018 when Rob
was giving a Powerpoint presentation to Shaq on
the boat). The cover of the movie Jurassic
Games features my art.

You can also find dozens of chapter books on
Amazon, that are dinosaur related, with my work
used on the cover image.

DAL: Congratulations. And for the DAZ Store I
see you’ve also made a detailed modern Tactical
Assault Outfit, and a ‘Stone Age’ style Dinosaur
Queen Outfit, for DAZ characters to dino-hunting
in. Do you use ZBrush, or Marvelous Designer?

carcass, nest, eggs, and dust/fog planes to
throw into the foreground how they like.
Other things I’m also working on are more age
variations with modular wounds, and also small
‘ambient creatures’ to help the end use
customize their scene as much as possible.
DAL: That sounds great. I like the sound of
being able to fill the scene with low-poly

Picture: “A Bump in
the Night”. DAZ
Studio dinosaur in
real-time inside the
Unreal Engine.

HH: All ZBrush. I find the outfits are very easy to
make in ZBrush but making them work the way
you want to inside DAZ Studio is then a real
chore. Especially armour and loose fitting
clothing. I also made sci-fi dinosaur armour for
my Carnotaurus model, which would have been
a series — but it did not do that well in the
Store. I assume its lack of success was due to
the rare need to also have the product. So I
moved on to different products.
DAL: Are there any other things that the dino
artists needs, apart from prehistoric foliage from
the correct time-period? I’m not that ‘up’ on the
latest dino science, but didn’t they build nests
and have eggs, for instance?
HH: Haha! Glad you asked! My upcoming DAZ
Studio environment will actually include a new

‘ambient creatures’ really quickly. Makes me
think of a big fat flare-gun packed with tiny
lizards — you just fire it at your scene and
‘pop’… there they all are, skittering around and
correctly aligned and placed on the tree-bark
and mud surface. Like what Vue does with its
eco-system brush.
But let’s turn to more the details of the
workflow. What is the basic outline workflow for
you, in making a new creature? Do you start
with an approximate base in ZBrush and work it
up and through a standard step-by-step process
from there? Or do you make some creative
‘wiggle-room’ in your workflow?
HH: My work on producing a dinosaur for the
DAZ Store is pretty streamlined at this point in
time.
I tend to try new things out when I feel the
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need to, but this has been my process and I
don’t see it really changing anytime soon.
I create the base mesh inside ZBrush then send
it over to Topogun where I rebuild the topology.
Then back over to Zbrush to make the UV maps
and perform a high detailed pass, making use of
subdivision levels and ZBrush’s HD Geometry. I
then perform a two-step process of i) poly
painting the model in ZBrush first, then ii)
applying non-destructive details to the textures
in Substance Painter. Rigging is done inside of
DAZ Studio, where I create the final elements
such as materials and poses.
DAL: Fascinating. Thanks. What’s your studio
setup like, these days? Are you inspired by the
view, or your local landscapes?

DAL: That’s a nice idea. Which digital artist ‘dino’
communities do you use and recommend, and
how have they helped your work?

HH: I don’t follow any communities, but I do
follow other specific artists very closely. Artists
who are always trying to produce paleo art in
new creative ways. These artists can be found
on DeviantArt: Damir G. Martin; Vlad
Konstantinov (Swordlord3d); LittleBaardo;
Arvalis; and PaleoGuy.
DAL: Great, thanks for the names, I’m sure
many readers will want to look them up. And are
there any favourite dino-hunting 3D PC games
you enjoy and would like to recommend?

HH: I currently live in the ‘middle-of-nowhere’,
that being northern Missouri, USA. Nothing but
farmers and truck drivers around here and 30
minutes to the closest town that has anything
more than a gas [petrol] station. I moved out
here to be near family, and there’s also the fact
that my work-from-home career allows it.

HH: I have spent a significant amount of time
play Ark: Survival Evolved. That game is
addicting, but a ‘bad curse’ to get caught up in.
The only way to play that game is to dedicate
many hours every week or you lose all your
progress and work! That doesn’t mix well with
trying to stay focused with my own creative
work! Me and my kids love the game, but it just
takes too much time to play.

DAL: Not many people there who are
commercial artists and illustrators?

DAL: Finally, what three mistakes should new
dinosaur artists strive to avoid, and why?

HH: It’s a huge cultural shock, around here,
when people find out what I do. In my house,
though, I have a room dedicated to being my
office where I have everything I need. I have a
pretty powerful PC but it’s close to five years old
now. So it’s getting close to time to upgrade.

HH: Many artists use the wrong source material
for references and also develop ‘bad anatomy
habits’ with their dinosaurs early on. In other
words, stay away from Jurassic Park / World for
reference material. Two other mistakes would be
not exploring alternative software options and
not blending their scenes together well enough
— it should scream ‘realism’ and not ‘3D’.

DAL: Yes… although a good de-dust can
preserve them a bit longer. As we head into the
springtime I should probably remind out readers
to include the PC’s case interior in their spring
cleaning.

DAL: Ok, that’s great. Thanks so much for your
time on this. We wish you and your growing
dino-herd well, in the future!

HH: Right. I also make use of Wacom’s biggest
Cintiq, the 27QHD, which punished my wallet
last year. I make use of two additional monitors
to use for reference material or when using
multiple software at once.

HH: Thank you so much for featuring me. I hope
I inspired some artists to get out there and
explore more ways to produce their works.
Getting ‘out of your comfort zone’ is the only
thing that allows you to grow as an artist.

Other than my work desk, the rest of the office
is a showroom with couch and television, so that
my wife or kids can be in here with me while I
work.

Herschel Hoffmeyer is online at:
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https://www.deviantart.com/herschelhoffmeyer and at the DAZ Store.

This month’s Digital Art Live
gallery dives below the waves, to
take a look a small selection of
aquatic prehistoric creatures. We
think you’ll agree that they’re
every bit as fascinating as their
earth-pounding cousins up top!
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Technically, if it lived or swam in the sea, scientists won’t call a prehistoric creature a ‘dinosaur’.
Scientists prefer to call them ‘sea reptiles’. When lay-people are chided with this factoid in everyday
conversation, it can seem a very tedious and unnecessary distinction. It becomes even more tedious
when it’s explained there are exceptions such as the swimming Spinosaurus. Thus we hestitate to
bore our readers with this. But the distinction matters a lot to scientists, so we’re letting our
readers know for the sake of science. These are not dinosaurs. Except when they are...
Picture: ”Spinosaurus” by Herschel Hoffmeyer. This
one was a dinosaur, an exception to the rule that
dinosaurs were not aquatic. The fish are Onchopristis,
which were giant sawfish.
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Picture: Three size comparisons by Herschel Hoffmeyer. Here we
have the underwater dinosaur Spinosaurus again, and two fish.
The Mawsonia was a type of gigantic coelacanth, akin to our
modern coelacanth fish (which is a prehistoric survival). The
Onchopristis were giant sawfish.
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Picture: “Spinosaurus with
hatchlings” by Julian
Johnson Mortimer. Julian,
based in the UK, makes
animated creatures for
IMAX cinema screens.
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Pictures: “Tylosaurus test renders” by Julian Johnson Mortimer. Here we see the hyperrealistic skin in development, and get a glimpse of the many multipass render types that
are composited in the software that makes Julian’s final IMAX cinema-ready animation.
These were large, predatory marine reptiles. Effectively a 35-foot long, seven ton seasnake with flippers, it's assumed that they rammed their prey with their pointed snout.
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Picture: “Mesosaurus” by Abelov2014. Thought to have
been one of the very first ‘marine reptiles’, and
resembling a dog-sized modern pond newt. With teeth!
Opposite: “Elasmosaurus” by Arvalis, a ‘marine reptile’
that was one of the long-necked plesiosaurs. “Eryops”
by Abelov2014, a type of mostly-aquatic fish-eater,
resembling a cross between a modern toad and a small
modern crocodile.
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Picture: “The Fisher, fished” by Mutinate. Here we have another
Elasmosaurus again, using its very long flexible neck to swing its head around
sharp corals and catch fish unawares. Poser 11 with rendering in Vue 2016.
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NEW SOFTWARE: FlowScape 1.1 - real-time landscape software for $10!
FlowScape is a welcome new real-time
landscape software, built on the Unity game
engine. We’ve tested it and it’s genuine
“What You See Is What You Get” full-screen
real-time. It has been designed to be easy
enough for the solo maker’s young daughter
to use. Landscape assets and atmospheres
are built in to the software, and as yet there
is no importer. Early February saw a 1.1
release adding export of 8k screenshots. An
Importer module is planned soon. We also
like the price, which will make FlowScape
available to those who just need a quick 2D
backplate for 3D scenes in other software.

In its current form FlowScape will also
appeal to non-technical artists who use 3D
landscapes simply as the basis for
overpainting work in 2D digital painting
software. While the range of atmospheres is
very limited, and certainly not a competitor
to the $20 Bryce 7.1, its depth fogging and
fog colouration seems adequate for artistic
overpainting. While it can do deserts and
bare moons, ‘space art’ artists (who don’t
overpaint in 2D) may currently find it rather
limited for creating high-quality work.
Overall, though, this is a welcome and timely
addition to the toolbox of digital artists!

Our pick of the most inspirational art and sci-fi. Make your imagination LIVE!
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Test picture: we used our 2D FlowScape render
as a backplate for a light-matched 3D render of
two Poser Bolladon creatures. The two renders
were composited together in Photoshop, and the
Bolladon feet and reflections were merged with
the water. The picture was then colour balanced.

Pictures: Our test scene with FlowScape, and the final done in Photoshop with Poser Bolladons added.
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Free: Buddhabrot for Photoshop

Book: The British Superhero

Buddhabrot is rather powerful and polished
fractal exploration plugin for Adobe
Photoshop. It is kindly offered for free, by
the maker Richard Rosenman. We’ve tested
it and it is genuine freeware. The user can
easily produce lovely nebula-like effect or
angular science-fiction elements resembling
sci-fi badges or spacecraft lit only by their
ion-engine thrusters. The plugin is easy to
use, has a ‘random’ option, and renders
quickly. It produces good inspiration points
from which to develop more complex
science-fiction scenes in which you can add
3D elements.

Don’t superheroes belong to America? Well, not
all of them! In this definitive and comprehensive
history of the British superhero, author Chris
Murray discovers a wealth of long-lost heroes
created by the British comics industry. Chris
begins back in the realm of the Victorian era’s
‘penny dreadfuls’ and boys’ adventure story
periodicals, then moves through the long history
of the weekly comics titles, before picking
through the history of the fraught relationship of
British creators with the super-successful
‘Marvel approach’ to superheroes. There is also
a final chapter which briefly surveys the past 25
years, from 1994 to today. This history book is
from the University of Mississippi Press, and
while it seeks to tie publishing trends to wider
political and cultural changes, it also pays close
attention to the industry’s uniquely British
approaches to comics production, formatting
and marketing. The book is clearly written, and
benefits from the author being based in Scotland
— which was and still is a hothouse for British
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comics
production. Available as a Kindle ebook.

Similar plugins are Kai’s old ‘flame fractal’
plugins, and the new and rather expensive
from ParticleShop from Corel. Both of
these might be used to develop a
Buddhabrot base into a full creative picture
inside Photoshop.
http://richardrosenman.com/shop/
buddhabrot/

Audiobook: Masks of Nyarlathotep

Music: Astral Throb (free)

One of the all-time role-play gaming classics
is called Masks of Nyarlathotep, out now in a
new 2018 edition (seen above). This is the
flagship adventure for the popular Call of
Cthulhu RPG game. Now non-gamers can
also enjoy the Masks of Nyarlathotep
storyline, in a full-cast high-quality audio
production of this Lovecraftian horror story.
The six episode audio series is now complete
and has been produced by the acclaimed
Dark Adventure Radio Theatre with new
original music by Troy Sterling Nies. Their
production takes an 1930s/40s style ‘old
time radio show’ approach to presenting the
material in audio form, in keeping with the
historical setting of the tale. On the product
page the “MP3’s only” option is easilyoverlooked and is hidden away inside the
dropdown box — but if you fiddle with this
you’ll find a £27 downloads-only option for
the six episodes. There’s also another more
expensive purchase option for gamers which
includes a wealth of extra material.

’Astral Throb’ is a free episodic music-mix of the
very best chilled ‘synthwave’ sci-fi instrumental
music, a modern electronic musical style which
evokes the best musical soundtracks of sciencefiction circa 1980-1989. The roots of
‘synthwave’ can be traced to the mid 2000s, but
it only became popular after about 2011, and
has blossomed in the 2010s. Astral Throb’s
take on the music is refreshingly upbeat and
optimistic, not dark and grungy. The style will
appeal greatly to those who enjoy the smoother
sort of melodic trance music, the Mirror System
albums, Daft Punk’s albums and their Tron:
Legacy soundtrack, and similar. Astral Throb
mixes are released for free on YouTube, and
“Offworld” may be a good starter episode to try.
Or you can just grab the complete 30 episode
playlist in MP3 from YouTube, with the free
MakeHuman YouTube to MP3 Windows software.
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https://www.astralthrob.com/ and https://
www.youtube.com/channel/
UCpbH_7H71IPKq4eH7CD5spg

Cartoon Museum — reopening!

Richard Corben

Opening Spring 2019, London

Until 10th March 2019, mid-France

The Cartoon Museum is currently closed,
while it moves to a new purpose-designed
location on Wells Street in London. The
Museum should be re-opened in Spring
2019, newly housed in a fine building
showcasing British cartoon and comics art
from the 18th century onwards. The
Museum’s new main gallery will be able to
show 100-item exhibitions with ample space
for interpretation and viewing.

There is still time to catch ‘Richard Corben:
Donner Corps a L’Imaginaire’, a major
retrospective exhibition for the acclaimed
comics artist Richard Corben.

http://cartoonmuseum.org/

Pictures, from left, across double-page:
Signboard for the Cartoon Museum at its
previous home.
Corben cover for the French edition of1984
magazine.
Helen Lundberg, detail from “Microcosm and
Macrocosm” (1937). Lundberg is one of the
artists whose work is shown in the
‘Dimensionism’ exhibition.
Detail of the staging of ‘The Fans Strike
Back’, Paris.

A great many of Corben’s avid collectors have
been brought together by a leading French
comic art festival, and their resulting
donations have resulted in a show that...
“constitutes the most complete retrospective
on Richard Corben, author considered by the
profession as one of the most fascinating
draftsmen of his generation.” It is reported
that some 250 of Corben’s finest works will
be on display, almost all drawn from his work
in science-fiction, fantasy, and Lovecraftian
weird tales.
The show is being held at the Musee
d’Angouleme alongside the Angouleme
Cathedral. This is located in mid France,
about 30 miles north of the Atlantic coastal
city of Bordeaux.
Visitors can also see other comic-art shows
nearby, as part of the Festival, including a
major show for the manga artist Taiyo
74 Matsumoto.

Dimensionism

The Fans Strike Back

Opens 28th March, New England

Until 10th March 2019, Paris

’Dimensionism: Modern Art in the Age of
Einstein’ runs at the Mead Art Museum, at
Amherst (about 50 miles west of Boston),
until 28th June 2019. The exhibition title
derives from a 1936 proclamation in Hungary
calling for an artistic response to the era’s
new world-shaking scientific discoveries and
the new dimensions of time and space they
had opened up for exploration.

Europe’s biggest private ‘Star Wars universe’
exhibition is on display now in Montmartre in
Paris, and features unique pieces that have
been hand-crafted by fans from all over the
world. A galaxy-spanning 600 items are on
show, including a life-size 16-foot tall Jabba the
Hutt, and many more. This unique exhibition
forms a magnificent showcase for the talented
non-professionals who are doing superb crafts
work in scale modelling and painting.

This exhibition brings together rarely seen
works by artists responding to inner/outer
space and cosmic/dimensional forces —
including Joseph Cornell, Kandinsky, Man Ray,
Helen Lundberg, Yves Tanguy, and Dorothea
Tanning, among others. Also on display will
be poetry and other ephemera associated
with the ‘Dimensionist’ movement.
’Dimensionism’ contextualizes early modern
art within the profound scientific revolution of
the early 20th century, and the show has a
full print catalogue published by MIT Press.
The book is billed as... “The first book to
document how fine artists of the early
twentieth century responded to new scientific
conceptions of reality.”
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The exhibition is also accompanied by a series
of DIY workshops, costume contests and a
conference. The show, though unofficial and
fan-curated, is beautifully presented at the
Centre Expo Lafayette Drouot, in Paris.
If you’re in Paris, this show could also be paired
with a visit to the exhibition ‘Fernand Khnopff –
The Master of Enigma’ at the Petit Palais. This
rare exhibition features the work of Belgian
symbolist painter Fernand Khnopff. This is a
major show of one hundred works by Khnopff,
who excelled as a painter, draftsman, engraver,
sculptor, and a stage director. The show runs
until 17th March 2019.

Back cover: “Gynoid 0x58”
by TweezeTyne of the USA.
DAZ Studio and Octane.

Are you interested in being interviewed in a
future issue of the magazine? Or presenting a
webinar for our series? Please send the Web
address of your gallery or store, and we’ll visit!

paul@digitalartlive.com
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